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Our goal is to simplify dentistry as you know it. Minimising 
instrument preparation into one easy step, our single-use 
instruments will streamline the way you work. Quick, convenient and 
stress-free, they are improving dental clinics on a daily basis.

Pre-packed and sterile, they arrive ready for use. Removing the need 
for sterilisation allows you to focus on what’s important: delivering 
high-quality patient care.

We know running an efficient clinic can be a juggling act. Our 
instruments will save your team time and take the stress out of a 
busy schedule.  

Join us and take a convenient approach to dentistry.

ABOUT US
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OUR PRODUCTS
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By listening to customers and continuously working to improve 
our offering, our range has evolved to feature a wide variety of 
instruments and kits ideal for every procedure.

Individual Instruments 
Using individually wrapped instruments is a great way to transition 
your clinic towards implementing single-use solutions. Only open 
those you need for procedures and take minimising waste to a 
whole new level. 

Diagnostic Kits
Have you been entertaining the idea of single-use instruments? 
Equipping your clinic with our readily available diagnostic kits allows 
your nurse to spend less time setting up and more time chair side, 
focusing on the patient. Who would complain about that? 

Restorative Kits
Our restorative instrument kits will leave you staring at the 
autoclave wondering why you spend so much money maintaining it 
every year. Using our thoughtfully designed combinations alleviates 
the pressure and expense of reprocessing. Remember if you can’t 
find a restorative combination that works for you, we’ll make you 
one. That simple! 



WASTE MANAGEMENT
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Our disposable instruments solve many problems for the dental 
industry. Reduced exposure to infection, minimised reprocessing and 
complete convenience… they really are the obvious choice.

Our mission is to ensure that our instruments become a single-use, 
zero waste solution. Through determination and collaboration with 
stakeholders who have a similar goal we have made significant 
progress in recent years.

The current waste management program is focused on a method 
that utilises a neutral waste recycling solution. The process minimises 
carbon emissions and instead repurposes the instruments into an 
energy source in the form of electricity, heat or fuel.

As we implement this proposal and develop a better understanding of 
our waste potential, we will be able to utilise this information to develop 
relationships with companies that want to recover and repurpose the 
raw material resources. This is our future vision and goal.

http://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com


* Browse our sharps container range towards the back of this catalogue.
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We are now offering a SMART Waste Recovery Program which 
enables clinics to dispose of their instrument waste into an 
allocated sharps container, have it collected, then taken to be 
processed within a dedicated waste facility.

To take advantage of our program all you need to do is register 
your interest via our website here or simply call our team on 
07 5445 6486 and we can chat further to see if this program 
is suitable for your requirements. You can also find some more 
information here.

The program includes the supply to clinics, collection when full and 
disposal of the waste. 

See how the process works below.

100%

10%

Order waste containers 
alongside instrument 

purchases. Send your purchase 
order to Single Use Dental 

Instruments.

Containers 
are delivered 

to clinics 
via our 

nominated 
partner. 

Waste collections are 
scheduled by each clinic’s 

usage rate, or when necessary 
by calling our office directly.

Containers 
are collected, 

scanned 
and taken to 
the nearest 
nominated 

W2E plant for 
treatment.

1

2

3

4
Waste to Energy 
reduces landfill 
waste by 90%



Our two-piece diagnostic kits are ideal for an initial 
check of the mouth. The anti-fog mirror delivers 
clear vision and our combined probes give you two 
instruments in one. Browse our selection to see 
which mirror and probe combination suits you best.
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TWO PIECE  
DIAGNOSTIC KITS



Diagnostic Kit
Great for complete assessments. Our combination 

probe has a CPITN tip ideal for basic periodontal 
exams and a Williams for in-depth measurements. 

The probe markings are easily identifiable and in 
accordance with WHO guidelines.

Front Face Mirror
Williams (10mm)/ 

CPITN-C Probe 3.5/5.5/8.5/11.5 

150 Kits Per Box

Kit: $2.30
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TWO PIECE DIAGNOSTIC KITS

D2004

https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/two-piece-diagnostic-d2004/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=d2004_page_click
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TWO PIECE DIAGNOSTIC KITS

Diagnostic Kit
One of our best sellers, the combination perio 
probe/sickle is beneficial for both periodontal 
screening and caries detection.  

Front Face Mirror
Perio Probe 3/5/7/9/11/13/Sickle 
150 Kits Per Box

Kit: $2.00

D2006

‘Our front face mirror features ridges 
and grooves to improve grip stability, 
a zinc alloy tip for percussion testing 

and an anti-fog mirror surface.’

BEST SELLER

https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/two-piece-diagnostic-d2006/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=d2006_page_click
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TWO PIECE DIAGNOSTIC KITS

D2009

BEST SELLER

Diagnostic Kit
Everything you need for a standard examination. 

New and improved, our front face mirror allows for 
high-quality illumination and retraction. Precision 

manufactured with stainless steel tips, our CPITN-C 
probe features easily identifiable markings in 

accordance with WHO guidelines.

Front Face Mirror 
Sickle/CPITN-C Probe 3.5/5.5/8.5/11.5 

150 Kits Per Box

Kit: $2.00

https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/two-piece-diagnostic-d2009/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=d2009_page_click


For a more detailed examination, check out our 
three-piece diagnostic kits. The additional tweezer 
or ruler gives you with that bit more insight into 
patient health. 
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THREE PIECE 
DIAGNOSTIC KITS



Premium Diagnostic Kit
Our D3001 is flying off the shelves for good 

reason. Featuring our London college tweezers, 
this three-piece combination assists in delivering 

premium quality examinations.

Front Face Mirror 
Perio Probe 3/5/7/9/11/13/Sickle

London College Tweezers 
100 Kits Per Box

Kit: $4.30
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THREE PIECE DIAGNOSTIC KITS

D3001 

BEST SELLER

‘Strong and sturdy with enhanced 
grip features on the handle and 

tips. Our premium London College 
Tweezers are an essential tool in 

most procedures.’

https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/three-piece-premium-diagnostic-d3001/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=d3001_page_click


THREE PIECE DIAGNOSTIC KITS

Orthodontic Kit
Our orthodontic exam kits will be your go-to for 
quick assessments. The small ruler size is ideal 
for both paediatric and adult consultations.

Front Face Mirror
Perio Probe 3/5/7/9/11/13/Sickle 
Orthodontic Ruler
100 Kits Per Box

Kit: $2.30

D3003 
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‘When you buy a sharps container 
alongside your instrument purchase, 
we will deliver the container, collect 
and recycle your waste for free.’

https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/three-piece-orthodontic-d3003/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=d3003_page_click


D3004  
Orthodontic Kit

Featuring an orthodontic ruler, our D3004 is the kit  
of choice for screening patients prior to referring  

them to the Orthodontist.

Front Face Mirror
No. 8 Standard/CPITN-C Probe 3.5/5.5/8.5/11.5

Orthodontic Ruler
100 Kits Per Box

Kit: $2.30

THREE PIECE DIAGNOSTIC KITS
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https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/three-piece-orthodontic-d3004/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=d3004_page_click


THREE PIECE DIAGNOSTIC KITS

Premium Diagnostic Kit
In one simple step you will be ready for your patient. 
Arriving sterile and ready to use, patient screening 
has never been this simple.

Front Face Mirror
No. 8 Standard/CPITN-C Probe 3.5/5.5/8.5/11.5
London College Tweezers
100 Kits Per Box

Kit: $4.30

D3005 
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https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/three-piece-premium-diagnostic-d3005/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=d3005_page_click


D3006  
Diagnostic Kit

With a new and improved mirror and examination 
tweezer you can be confident in the  

quality of our D3006.

Front Face Mirror
Perio Probe 3/5/7/9/11/13/Sickle

Examination Tweezers
100 Kits Per Box

Kit: $2.20

THREE PIECE DIAGNOSTIC KITS
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BEST SELLER

‘Our economy tweezer features 
serrated, non-slip tips to ensure 
you have complete control 
during procedures.’

https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/three-piece-diagnostic-d3006/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=d3006_page_click


THREE PIECE DIAGNOSTIC KITS

Premium Diagnostic Kit
Our improved mirror design features a zinc 
alloy tip for percussion testing, making the 
D3010 ideal for indicating extraction or root 
treatment.

Front Face Mirror
Sickle/CPITN-C Probe 3.5/5.5/8.5/11.5
London College Tweezers
100 Kits Per Box

Kit: $4.30

D3010 
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‘Looking for a ball tip probe? 
Our CPITN-C combinations have 

a 0.5mm ball tip and markings in 
accordance with WHO guidelines.’

https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/three-piece-premium-diagnostic-d3010/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=d3010_page_click


BEST SELLER
Say goodbye to the days of 

scrubbing mixing materials from 
your instruments with our S2002. 

This single-use mixing kit gives 
you spotless tools every time. 
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https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/two-piece-restorative-s2002/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=s2002_restorative_range_ad_filler_page
https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/two-piece-restorative-s2002/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=s2002_restorative_range_ad_filler_page
https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/two-piece-restorative-s2002/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=s2002_restorative_range_ad_filler_page
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COMPLETE PERIODONTAL 
DIAGNOSTIC KIT
When a thorough assessment is required, our complete 
periodontal kit is for you. 



PERIODONTAL DIAGNOSTIC KITS

Complete Diagnostic Kit
Convenient for mobile dentists and 

domiciliary care. With everything at your 
fingertips, our diagnostic pack is making 

patient examinations quick and easy.

25 Kits Per Box

Kit: $3.56

SI550ST 

BEST SELLER

‘Our Waste to Energy service allows 
your clinic to reduce instrument 
waste going to landfill by 90%.’
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Front Face Mirror
Perio Probe 3/5/7/9/11/13/Sickle
Examination Tweezers
2 Face Masks with Ear Loops
Patient Bib with Ties
2x Cotton Roll No. 2
Tissue wipe
Tray

https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/product/complete-periodontal-diagnostic-si550st/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=si550st_page_click


Our instruments come conveniently packaged in sterile plastic sleeves, 
with clear viewing panels and concise labelling for easy identification. 

The individual instruments and kit combinations are contained in front 
opening dispensers to provide swift access when stored in supply 
cupboards, on benchtops or shelves. These designs feature alternating 
images of our best selling instruments and kits, should you need some 
inspiration for your next purchase.

All levels of our product packaging come with the addition of  
GS1 Data Matrix labels. Switching to the standardised electronic 
communication system provides complete traceability of our 
instruments from the point of manufacture to the  point of care.

We have worked hard to ensure that all our products and packaging 
are composed of recyclable materials. 
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PACKAGING

https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/blog-gs1-the-global-language-of-business/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=email_or_website&utm_campaign=diagnostic_kit_catalogue&utm_content=gs1_blog_link_click


Instruments
Our instrument handles are Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) 
plastic. 

The instrument stems and tips are made from Stainless Steel, 
including our London College Tweezers. Our Examination Tweezers 
are Steel and Zinc coated. 

The coating of our Front Face Mirror is Aluminium, the substrate is 
Polycarbonate (PC) and the Percussion Tip is Zinc Alloy.  

Our Orthodontic Ruler is made from Polypropylene (PP).

In our Complete Periodontal Diagnostic Kits, the Tray is Polypropylene 
(PP), the Face Masks are a Non-Woven Fabric, the Patient Bib is 
Paper coated with Polyethylene film, the Tissue Wipe is Paper and  
the Cotton Rolls are… Cotton. 

Sleeves
Our sleeve design comprises of Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) 
with a Tyvek® medical dialysing paper strip. 

Dispensers and Outer Cartons
The dispenser in which your instruments and kits are stored and the 
outer carton in which the products are shipped are both made up of 
100% recycled paper and cardboard. 

Sharps Containers
The Terumo containers we supply are manufactured from high 
quality, puncture resistant Polypropylene (PP) and Polyethylene (PE).

All the above materials are recyclable.

MATERIALS
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HOW TO BUY
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Online Ordering
When you are ready to place an order simply go to our website 
here, register and create an account and purchase the items you are 
interested in. Once an account is created you will then have your 
‘My Account’ dashboard where you can view past orders, address 
details and account information. You can also choose to apply for a 
Trade Account if this is what you would prefer. 

Samples
We offer free samples to those who have not yet tried our 
instruments and would like to ‘try before you buy’. If you would like 
to trial any instruments prior to purchasing please contact us. 



As authorised distributors of Terumo sharps containers, we are now 
offering a clinical SMART Waste Recovery Program where we can 
dispose of your sharps waste. 

With the aim of simplifying waste recovery forecasting for each 
clinic, the range of containers we have selected to supply hold 
similar capacities to our instrument boxes. An 11L container can 
dispose of around 1 dispenser, which is about 300 instruments.  
A 17L container fits around 2 dispensers, 600 instruments. 

11L Container with Roll Top Lid  
including supply, collection & disposal

17L Container with Roll Top Lid  
including supply, collection & disposal 
Easy to assemble, the containers are supplied nested to save space 
and with a separate lid that must be pressed down until all the 
locking clips engage. Once it’s full it can be permanently locked and 
stored ready for collection. The accessories necessary to install the 
sharps containers in your clinic are also available. 

Waste management service not yet available in all areas of Australia. 
Please contact our team or your state brand representative for more 
information. 

SHARPS CONTAINERS
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https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/
https://www.singleusedentalinstruments.com/


Single Use Dental Instruments 
1/24 Hoopers Road, Kunda Park 
QLD Australia 4556  
07 5445 6486
sales@sudinstruments.com
www.singleusedentalinstruments.com
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